Studieplan 2013/2014
Bachelor of Geomatics
Studyprogramcode
BGEO
Short description
”GEOMATICS” is a relatively new term that is used to generally describe the handling and
manipulation of geodata - all forms of information that is connected with positional definition.
Geomatics therefore covers, includes and combines land surveying with satellite positioning and
Geographic Information System (GIS) technologies.
Put differently, one can say that Geomatics is an internationally recognised collective term for
geoposition-related subjects, including digital mapping, GIS, land surveying and GNSS, satellite
imagery, radar plotting, laser scanning, 3D modelling, environmental monitoring and assorted tools for
acquiring, recording, preparing, manipulating and presenting information.
Geomatics is more and more becoming a part of every day life in modern and technologically
advanced society. Good examples are in the field of transportation on land, at sea and in the air, and in
the area of communications with the “show map” functions in Yellow Pages. Meanwhile mobile
telephones, GNSS and the Internet are increasingly, both alone and in combination, offering built-in
GIS options enabling users rapidly to find their desired directions.
Everyone, meanwhile, has different needs for different forms of geographic information.
The question of providing geo-information via the Internet and through mobile units such as
field-portable PCs and mobile telephones has led to rapid developments, especially since many such
devices have built-in geo-functions (maps, GNSS and information databases). Digitally produced paper
maps nevertheless continue to be widely used.
Finding good solutions for developing modern infrastructure depends on the availability of maps, plans
and 3D models. Businesses often need assistance to find out where it would be most profitable to
establish their various departments – especially their sales outlets. By analysing geographic data it is
possible to find out where and how far away most customers live, as well as where their competitors
are based.
In the field of marketing, meanwhile, geographic information is used together with population statistics
in order to design advertising to be aimed specific target customer groupings. Transport companies, for
example, are heavy users of software that is able to determine the fastest delivery/collection route
between customers.
National and local authorities similarly need geographic information in order to plan the development
of their infrastructures and to be able to operate their many essential services. Examples are the
location of hospitals, schools, residential areas, technical infrastructures (water, drainage, power supply
etc) recreation areas, and areas of natural interest and preservation. Naturally, the emergency services
(fire, ambulance, police and home defence) are totally dependent upon up-to-date geographic
information so that they are able to deploy when called out.
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Modern building and construction projects have increasingly become impossible without them first
being three-dimensionally digitally modelled and graphically visualised. Only with such visualisations
is it possible to consider and answer questions about the best possible placement of buildings, how
much needs to excavated (or indeed dynamited out), how much needs to be filled, and perhaps most of
all – how much it is all going to cost.
Clearly, geographic information first needs to be measured and collected so that these needs can be
met. The terrain must be mapped by means of land surveying, satellite and aerial photography or
scanning from the air. This terrain mapping process establishes a base of information known as
“positional data” or “geodata”. Everything which is mapped is positioned using a system of
co-ordinates (eastings, northings, and heights), and is connected with details about what is to be found
at those co-ordinates in a database. Desired information can then be extracted from that database – for
example property boundaries, power distribution lines, school catchment areas and so on.
Advanced satellite positioning systems, based on the current universally used GPS and Russian
GLONASS global satellite navigation systems (with the European Galileo and Chinese Compass
systems under development) are very rapidly coming into widespread use in the actual terrain mapping
process. These systems are in use not only to find out where objects are, but also to find out where, for
example, the aeroplane is that is being used to find out where objects are.
Geomatics is an essential part of all of what has been touched upon above. In essence, Geomatics
concerns:
The collection, management and use of geographic information with the aid of digital and/or paper
maps, the Internet, mobile telephony, database technology and advanced positioning instrumentation.
Duration
This is a full time First Degree course with a normal duration of three years giving 180 ECTS credit
points. The course has two Specialisations – Land Surveying and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) – and candidates select their Specialisation half way through the course.
Expected learning outcomes
The object of this Degree Course is for candidates to become independently proficient in Geomatics
and thus fitted for a relevant career reflecting society’s needs.
Candidates completing this degree course can expect:
To acquire a good knowledge of land surveying and geographic information systems so that they
end up with a thorough understanding geographic data collection, storage, management, analysis
and presentation.
To be competent in obtaining and preparing geographic information for the purposes of planning,
project development, and operations, in both the public and the private sectors.
To be able to identify and understand economic and organisational consequences of geographic
information, and be able to present these to multi-disciplinary activities and fora.
To be able to demonstrate their professional approach to data sources, technical methods, laws,
rules, regulations and standards for planning, project development, building and construction,
management, operation and maintenance.
To be independent and self-reliant, and be able to use their knowledge and ability in other and
related fields.
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To be confident and professional in presentation and discussion of geomatic topics.
Additionally:
Candidates specialising in Land Surveying are expected to be competent in more advanced
satellite surveying, setting out for building and construction works, and the manipulation of
different co-ordinate systems and projections. Included are of course good understanding of
accuracy and precision, as well as of the options, possibilities and methods of assuring the
quality of land surveys.
Candidates specialising in GIS are expected to demonstrate a broad understanding of geographic
data use, analysis and management, involving technical competence concerning the Internet,
databases, way finding and navigation, and consequence analysis.
Candidates completing this Degree Course will be technically educated for professional employment
within:
The public sector (National Mapping Organisation, National Roads Directorate, regional and
local authorities, Land Registry, and defence)
Private sector surveying and mapping companies
Consultancies and specialist instrument and software suppliers
Oil companies (for navigation and resource mapping)
Network operators (for network surveying, mapping, documentation and Other GIS
applications).
The number of appointments in the private sector is on the increase, due in part to changes in the law
concerning property surveying and ownership.
Completing this Bachelor of Geomatics degree course qualifies candidates to proceed to a joint Masters
Course offered by The University of Lund in Sweden together with Gjøvik University College.
Alternatively, candidates choosing to complete more advanced mathematical courses will be eligible
for Masters Courses at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) and the
Norwegian University of Life Sciences (UMB).
Target Group
This bachelor degree course is designed for students completing high school education with science
options, as well as mature applicants from the wider work market who have sufficient relevant
experience. Candidates from Technical Colleges and those who have completed preliminary courses
for engineering students are also eligible providing they satisfy the requirements of the Higher
Education Entrance Qualification.
Admission Criteria
Candidates are required to have completed high school education with the R1 (2MX, 2MY or 3MZ)
science options or their equivalents, or to be able to demonstrate that they satisfy the requirements of
the Higher Education Entrance Qualification.
Applicants over 25 are also eligible on the basis of relevant vocational experience in accordance with
specific regulations.
Course Structure
Introduction
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This degree course is focussed on serving the needs of the geomatics industry, and is arranged so that
the necessary aspects of pure science are integrated with the specialised geomatics topics. This form of
course content integration therefore makes it possible for students to begin learning geomatic topics
immediately on beginning.
Teaching Methods
Teaching methods in general are designed to require active student participation, through, for example:
Supervised individual or group projects, both with or without supervision and guidance;
Lectures;
Laboratory work together with computational exercises;
Extensive fieldwork;
Excursions and visits to industry.
Every effort is made for students to use relevant and modern equipment, techniques and computers.
Additionally, teaching in many of the individual course subjects is arranged around longer term
projects often in connection with a variety of external agencies and companies.
Content and Structure
The course structure and content is designed around the needs of industry, and relies to an extent on
cooperation with public and private geomatics agencies. The course begins immediately with geomatic
topics, including pure science themes as they become necessary and relevant. In this way, mathematics,
statistics and physics are covered as directly related to the needs of technical geomatic subjects.
Only obligatory subjects are taken in the first year, while optional subjects become available
increasingly through the second and third years, as shown in the tables below. Individual subject
classes in the first two years normally consist of students from both this degree course, and from the
one-year Land Surveying and GIS courses.
The course ends by requiring students to submit an independent 20 credit dissertation on a research and
development subject either in support of an external agency, or as part of on-going Geomatics Group
activities.
The Geomatics degree course offers two Specialisations, with the first three semesters (half of the
degree course) being common to both.
Educational quality assurance is based on:
Teaching staff’s technical and educational competence and skills;
Involvement in an operational quality assurance system;
Education based on research and development;
External assessment.
Close contact with industry
Education based on Research and Development
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Students are throughout the course exposed to ideas and methods which prepare them for carrying out
simpler research and development tasks. Weight is given especially to having a systematic approach, to
the use of the literature, to critically reviewing sources of information, and to always presenting their
source reference credits.
Students are therefore presented with tasks which are designed to contribute to on-going research and
development projects within the Geomatics Group, and are then expected to document and present
their activities in accordance with the best professional practices and operating standards. All of these
elements come together at the end of the degree course, when students are required to carry out a more
major project and present their resulting dissertations.
Weight is given in all individual subjects to research themes and to students’ individual ability to
demonstrate good research techniques, with good use of literature and the presentation of source
references.
Professional Opportunities
Graduates from this degree course are popular and sought after in the job market. There is currently a
shortage of qualified geomatic engineers, despite the fact that geographic information and GNSS have
become a natural part of every day life. Graduates can therefore look forward to a secure future with
many and varied work opportunities in the private and public sectors (software developers, civil
engineering, surveying and mapping, consultants, oil companies, net providers, the National Mapping
Authority, the National Roads Authority, defence, land law).
Further studies
Education at engineer levels has different qualification requirements than those for Bachelor of
Geomatics. Bachelor of Geomatics students who are qualified to be accepted for education as engineers
and who later wish to continue to Masters levels require certain preliminary qualifications in
mathematics and statistics. These qualifications may be obtained on application and individual
negotiation.
Internationalization
Arrangements have been made to provide for overseas exchanges during the autumn semester in the
third year. Dissertations may also be studied for and developed overseas during the third year spring
semester. Agreements for a single exchange semester are in place with:
The School of Construction and the Environment of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, England
University of Applied Sciences Wiener Neustadt", Wiener Neustadt, Austria
Exchanges with other foreign institutions can also be arranged.
Publiser
Yes
Degree
Bachelorgrad
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1st year
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

GEO1181

Basic Land Surveying

C

20

REA1101

Mathematics for computer science

C

10

GEO1271

Geographic data capture 1

C

10

GEO2281

Practical Land Surveying

C

10

GEO1121

GIS Intro

C

10

GEO2311

Geographic Information Technology

C

10

IMT2261

Information Structures and Database Systems

C

10

IMT1441

Programming for the Web I

C

S1(A)

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

S5(A)

S6(S)

10

Sum:

30

30

30

10

0

0

S5(A)

S6(S)

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course

2nd year Land Surveying Specialisation
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

GEO2151

Survey Adjustment Analysis

C

10

GEO2121

Digital Terrain Modelling

C

10

GEO3061

Setting Out

C

10

GEO3071

Satellite Surveying

C

10

SMF1042

Basic Economics

C

10

Elective course, 10 ECTS

E

Bachelor Dissertation 20

C

S1(A)

TØL3901

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

10
10
Sum:

0

0

0

20

30

30

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course

2nd year GIS Specialisation
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

GEO3141

Spatial Data Infrastructure

C

10

GEO3101

Geographic Analysis

C

10

GEO2121

Digital Terrain Modelling

C

10

SMF1042

Basic Economics

C

10

Elective course, 10 ECTS

E

10

Elective course, 10 ECTS

E

10

Elective course, 10 ECTS

E

Bachelor Dissertation 20

C

S1(A)

TØL3901

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

S5(A)

S6(S)

10
20
Sum:

0

0

0

20

30

30

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course

Recommended Optional Subjects: (both Specialisations)
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

GEO2341

Geographic data capture 2

E

10

BIM1001

Basic Intelligent Modelling

E

10

GEO3101

Geographic Analysis

E

10

GEO3141

Spatial Data Infrastructure

E

10

GEO2121

Digital Terrain Modelling

E

GEO3093

Geomatics Project Assignment II

E

S1(A)

Sum:

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

S5(A)

S6(S)

10
0

0

0

0

10

10

0

0

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course
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Other recommended Optional Subjects:
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

IMT1401

Information and publishing technology

E

5

IMT1121

Introduction to Information Security

E

10

BYG2271

Universal Design

E

10

IMT2243

Software Engineering

E

IMT2291

Web Technology

E

S1(A)

Sum:

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

S5(A)

S6(S)

10
10
0

0

0

0

0

0

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course
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Emneoversikt
GEO1181 Basic Land Surveying - 2013-2014
Course code:
GEO1181
Course name:
Basic Land Surveying
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
20
Duration:
Autumn
Duration (additional text):
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge in:
- Basic measuring methods
- Use of measurement instruments
- Manual computation of coordinates and heights, accuracy computation.
- Documentation and standards.
Skills:
- Ability to work with measuring instruments
- Ability to use software to process survey data
General competence:
- Basic use of measuring instruments and software, ability to process data both manually and in
software, do documentation and write reports.
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Topic(s):
Instruments:
- Focus is on physical instrumental mechanisms, and quality controls/calibrations:
- Instrument checking, calibration and documentation
Measurement techniques:
- Leveling
- Surveying with total stations
- Polar setting out
- Resection
- Simple satellite surveying by RTK
- Setting out for building construction
- Setting out for roads
- Setting out for tunnels
Computations:
- Transformations
- Simple manual computation of coordinates and heights
- Survey computation programs’ introduction and elementary use:
-- GIS-LINE
-- GEMINI
- Road alignment computations
- Documentation
- Computing standards, Geodatastandarden
Accuracy:
- Theories and practices necessary to be able to follow the topics introduced under Instruments,
Techniques and Computations
-- Types of error, their recognition, and prevention possibilities
-- The mean (average)
-- Standard deviation
-- Normal distribution
-- Combining the estimated errors of independent observations
-- Weighting
-- Correlation
-- Brief introduction to simple survey adjustment
Additional topics:
- Interpretation of technical drawings
- Movement of digital data between PCs and electronic field controllers
- Reports writing
- Ideas and innovations
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Exercises
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Exercises
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Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
- Oral exam, individually (60%)
- Exercises (40%)
- All parts must be passed
In the course are included 10 to 12 tasks. Some of the tasks are provided in groups, while other are
delivered individually. All tasks must be passed. Final grade is based on all submitted tasks, which
together count for 40% of the grade. It can be granted a deferred deadline for the tasks that have been
disapproved.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Project reports are evaluated by nominated lecturers.
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment.
Re-sit examination:
Together with the next class, one year later.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
10 to 12 mandatory tasks that must be approved before for the exam.
Participation in 3IKK (3-hour creativity course), both teaching and group exercises.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Jurate Bieliauskaite
Teaching Materials:
- Skogseth, T. (1998). Grunnleggende landmåling. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget (ISBN: 82-00-42453-7).
- Statens kartverk. Geodatastandarden.
- Statens kartverk. Geodatastandarden, grunnlagsnett.
- Statens Kartverk. (2001). Satellittbasert posisjonsbestemmelse. Hønefoss: Statens kartverk.
- Vegdirektoratet. (2000). Vegdirektoratets håndbøker, 017 Geometrisk utforming.
- Vegdirektoratet. (2000). Vegdirektoratets håndbøker, 018 Veibygging.
- Instrument and program manuals.
Additional information:
The course covers the same content as “GEO1191 Basic Land Surveying 1” and “GEO1201 Basic
Land Surveying 2” together. But it can’t be approved just with “GEO1191 Basic Land Surveying 1”
and/or “GEO1201 Basic Land Surveying 2”.
Publish:
Yes
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REA1101 Mathematics for computer science - 2013-2014
Course code:
REA1101
Course name:
Mathematics for computer science
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Prerequisite(s):
2MX or REA 3022 Matematikk R1 or equivalent course.
Expected learning outcomes:
The students will learn mathematical tools and methods for engineering problem solving, and have a
foundation for further study in mathematics and computer science. The course emphasizes
applications.
Knowledge
Understand the relevance of mathematics in engineering problem solving.
Able to identify applications of mathematics in engineering subjects.
Know the possibilities and limitations of mathematical software.
The students will have in-depth knowledge in the areas of logic and discrete mathematics, with
Skills
able to understand and use mathematical language.
able to use mathematical methods and software to solve problems.
basic mathematical reasoning.
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Topic(s):
Number theory
Matrices
Propositional and predicate logic
Proofs
Sets, functions and relations
Enumerative combinatorics
Graphs and trees
Automata and languages
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Mandatory assignments
Exercises
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
Written exam, 4 hours
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Written exam – 4 hours (60%)
Portfolio (40%)
The students must pass both the exam and the portfolio.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
At least four problem sheets must be completed to take the exam.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Bernt Tore Jensen
Teaching Materials:
Richard Johnsonbaugh: Discrete Mathematics, 7th ed., Pearson/Prentice Hall
Additional material published on classfronter.
Publish:
Yes
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GEO1271 Geographic data capture 1 - 2013-2014
Course code:
GEO1271
Course name:
Geographic data capture 1
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
Kunnskap:
beskrive de viktigste prinsippene for modellering av geografisk informasjon.
gjøre rede for norske standarder for geografisk informasjon.
kjenne til internasjonale standarder for geografisk informasjon.
gjøre rede for de mest sentrale datafangsmetodene for landkartlegging.
beskrive kvalitet og bruksområder for geografiske data.
kjenne til ulikt fotogrammetrisk utstyr
kjenne til prinsippene for produksjon av ortofoto og laserdata fra fly og bil
Ferdigheter:
gjennomføre og tolke resultatene fra en kartkontroll.
lage en enkel flyplan for flyfotografering
lage en rasteradministrator for digitale bilder / ortofoto
Generell kompetanse:
Topic(s):
Modellering av geografisk informasjon
Kontroll og dokumentasjon av geografisk informasjon
Norske og internasjonale standarder for geografisk informasjon
Grunnleggende fotogrammetri, stereofotogrammetri, fotogrammetrisk feltarbeid,
flyfotografering, flyplanlegging, aerotriangulering og blokkutjevning
Fotogrammetrisk geodataregistering/produksjon, utstyr og metoder (autograf, analytt, DFA)
Ortofoto
Flybåren laserskanning
Satellittfjernmåling
Pictometri
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Project work
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 5 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
To interne sensorer
Ekstern sensor benyttes periodisk, neste gang vår 2017
Re-sit examination:
Ordinær kontinuasjon
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
4 obligatoriske oppgaver som må være godkjent for å gå opp til eksamen.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Torbjørn Kravdal
Teaching Materials:
Tor Bernhardsen: Geografiske Informasjonssystemer (4.utgave, Vett og Viten 2006, ISBN 13:
978-82-412-0617-7)
Statens Kartverk (2003): Standarden Kart og geodata, tilgjengelig fra http://www.statkart.no/
Statens Kartverk: Standard for kontroll av geodata, tilgjengelig fra http://www.statkart.no/
Fotogrammetri for landmålere, Dag Norberg
Diverse utdelt materiell/notater
Replacement course for:
Emnet kan erstatte GEO1271F.
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2281 Practical Land Surveying - 2013-2014
Course code:
GEO2281
Course name:
Practical Land Surveying
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Duration (additional text):
Lectures and laboratory work before Easter, with projects in the field after Easter
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Prerequisite(s):
GEO1181 Basic Land Surveying or GEO1191+GEO1201
Expected learning outcomes:
The aim of this Practical Land Surveying course is to learn how to use instrument and computing skills
to carry out realistic land surveying tasks. Course theory is concerned with the mathematics and
geometry of the Figure of the Earth, of coordinate systems and mapping projections. Practical work
covers the methods of employing instrumental systems in accordance with land surveying quality
standards and practices. The course is project based, and demands that students work closely together
to design, plan and carry out their projects and subsequently document and present their results.
Topic(s):
Mathematics and geometry:
The lessons learned on the GEO1181 Basic Land Surveying course supplemented with the necessary
mathematical and Earth geometry topics:
- Basic relevant matrix algebra
- Coordinate transformation
- Introduction to survey adjustment by Least Squares
- Datums, coordinate systems (Earthg centred, geodetic, plane and local)
- Geometry of the Ellipsoid
- The Geoid
- Projections
- Surveying methods:
Topics here focus on the use of instruments and measurement systems to produce the required data
using methods which satisfy published quality standards:
- Establishing and operating a local GNSS reference;
- RTK measurements
- Trigonometric height measurement
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Project work
Teaching Methods (additional text):
Lectures, directed private study, exercises and project tasks, working alone or in groups
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Exercises
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
- Submitted project tasks (5-7)
- Oral examination
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
- Project reports are evaluated by nominated lecturers
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment
Re-sit examination:
Together with the next class, one year later
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Jurate Bieliauskaite
Teaching Materials:
- Iliffe, J. & Lott, R. (2008). Datums and Map Projections for remote Sensing, GIS and Surveying.
Scotland, UK: Whittles Publishing. (ISBN: 978-1-904445-47-0).
- Skogseth, T. (1998). Grunnleggende landmåling. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget (ISBN: 82-00-42453-7).
- Statens kartverk (2005). Geodatastandarden
- Statens kartverk (2001). Geodatastandarden, grunnlagsnett
- Statens kartverk (2005).Satellittbasert posisjonsbestemmelse
- Statens kartverk (1999). Stedfesting av eiendoms- og råderettsgrenser.
- Statens kartverk (2004). Koordinatbasert referansesystem
- Instrument and software manuals (regularly oppdated by WWW or in system help files).
- Specific compendia and lecture notes.
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Replacement course for:
See Additional Information below
Publish:
Yes
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GEO1121 GIS Intro - 2014-2015
Course code:
GEO1121
Course name:
GIS Intro
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Expected learning outcomes:
When finishing this course, a student will have a basic understanding of
- how geographical data are stored
- operations that are suitable to solve practical GIS problems
- needed data structures for geographical data
- the possibilities in GIS analysis
- general principles for presentation on maps
and have knowledge about
- handling maps and attributes
- the principles for digitising and editing og geographical data
- import and export of data
- basic GIS analysis
Topic(s):
The course is structured into 9 parts:
- Introduction to GIS
- Projection and Coordinate Systems
- Visualisation
- Vector Data Structure
- Databases
- Digital Data Capture
- Vector Data Analysis
- Raster Data Structure
- Raster Data Analyses
- Methods of Innovation
Teaching Methods:
E-learning
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course is conducted as net based learning. This implies that all communication between tutor and
student takes place in a learning management system and lectures and guidance will be made available
here.
For full-time students there will be offered weekly hours for guidance.
Learning material (text books, video lectures, assignment descriptions) is in English. Communication
with students is conducted in Norwegian.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Multiple Choice Test(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
One multiple-choice test, 45 minutes, 30 questions. 75% of the answers must be correct to pass the
course.
Grading Scale:
Pass/Failure
External/internal examiner:
Internal examiner
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
8 Exercises (via Fronter)
2 of these excercises must be in English language.
1 of the execercises must include an oral presentation in English.
3IKK course, classes and exercises. (Not necessary if it has been part of other course)
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Sverre Stikbakke
Teaching Materials:
de By, R (ed), 2001: Principles of Geographic Information Systems, 2nd edition. ITC, Netherlands.
ISBN 90-6164-184-5 (online e-book, available in LMS)
Heywood I et al, 2011: An Introduction to Geographical Information Systems. Pearson/Prentice Hall.
ISBN 0-27-372259-X
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2311 Geographic Information Technology - 2014-2015
Course code:
GEO2311
Course name:
Geographic Information Technology
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
On the basis of:
IMT2261 Information Structures and Database Systems
GEO1121 GIS Intro
IMT2261 may be taken in parallel.
Expected learning outcomes:
After completing the course, students will
Have good knowledge of key Norwegian geographic data sets and be able to facilitate them for
analysis and presentation.
Be able to create simple XML-based data sets and explain the structure of KML and GML
formats for geographic information.
Be able to explain the characteristics of geographic databases and be able to use SQL to perform
queries, and basic geographic analysis.
Have a basic understanding of web technology in general and of Web services for geographical
data in particular.
Be able to create simple web pages with map content from web services or geographic
databases.
Be able to explain the central concepts of cartography, and could use SLD to style webmaps.
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Topic(s):
Norge Digitalt and norwegian data sets
HTML, CSS, Javascript
Geographical information in XML (including KML og GML)
Web maps (including Google Maps)
Technologies and methods for handling geographical information on the web (including WMS)
Cartography
Geographic databases
Geographic analysis based on SQL queries
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Net Support Learning
Exercises
Project work
Reflection
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
2-3 hand-ins
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Two internal examinors
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Sverre Stikbakke
Teaching Materials:
A complete reading list will be available at startup time.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT2261 Information Structures and Database Systems 2014-2015
Course code:
IMT2261
Course name:
Information Structures and Database Systems
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
The course will give the students basic understanding of the theory and the practical use of modern
databases. Further it will give the students knowledge and understanding of the use of XML and
XML-related technologies.
Topic(s):
The structur of data, and SQL used to Define, Manipulate and Query
Conceptual, Logical and Physical design, Databasemodeling with EER-diagrams and 1. 2. og 3.
Normal form
Client-Server, Security, Transactions and Concurrency Control
Document modelling with XML, DTD and Schema
Comunnication of data through XML
Using XSLT to transform XML documents
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Mandatory assignments
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 5 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
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Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Harald Liodden
Teaching Materials:
Databaser, Kjell Toft Hansen / Tore Mallaug, Tisip, utgave 2
Beginning XML, Hunter m. fl. WROX, utgave 4
Publish:
Yes
Home page:
http://www.hig.no/imt/in/emnesider/imt2261
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IMT1441 Programming for the Web I - 2014-2015
Course code:
IMT1441
Course name:
Programming for the Web I
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
After completing the course, the student will be able to
Master and explain the basic Java syntax
Master and explain basic object orientation: objects, classes and methods
Be able to analyze the problem, easier programming tasks, the algorithm for finding a solution
and write pseudocode describing the solution and the code that makes this
Be able to make use of Java libraries and interfaces
Have experience with basic methods for testing the programming code
Topic(s):
The course is based on BlueJ, a full Java development environment that is developed explicitly for
teaching introductory object-oriented programming.
Basic concepts of object orientation: objects, classes and methods
Understanding class definitions
Object interaction
Loops and conditional tests
Testing and debugging
Inheritance and abstraction
APIs, libraries and documentation
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Laboratory work
Exercises
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
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Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
The project texts for the portfolio will be evaluated by an external examinor. The portfolio will be
graded by the course teacher. The exam will be graded by the course teacher and a external examinor.
Re-sit examination:
Only the written exam has re-sit examination.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
No examination support are allowed.
Coursework Requirements:
All parts of the portfolie must be handed in for the portfolio to be graded.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Gerardo de la Riva
Teaching Materials:
David J. Barnes & Michael Kölling
Objects First with Java
A Practical Introduction using BlueJ
Fifth Edition, Prentice Hall / Pearson Education, 2012
ISBN-10: 0-13-249266-0
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-249266-9
Additional information:
Credit reduction due to overlapping courses: 5 ECTS with IMT1031, IMT1241 and IMT2601.
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2151 Survey Adjustment Analysis - 2013-2014
Course code:
GEO2151
Course name:
Survey Adjustment Analysis
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Prerequisite(s):
GEO1181 Basic Surveying (or GEO1191+GEO1201)
GEO2281 Practical Land Surveying
Expected learning outcomes:
On completion of this course, students will have acquired a good practical understanding of the
processes involved in adjusting networks of observations of different types using the Least Squares
Method.
Students will be able to:
- Carry out a Least Squares Adjustment of a set of observations
- Analyse the quality of the observations, of the available data, and of the results
- Use the standard Norwegian network adjustment software systems
- Use standard GPS-based network adjustment software systems
- Deliver appropriate project reports in accordance with current professional standards.
Topic(s):
- Theory of Adjustment by the method of Least Squares
- Formation of Observation Equations in different situations
- Weighting of Observation Equations
- Techniques for the solution of large sets of linear equation, including the use of simple matrix algebra
- Detection of observational errors in control networks
- Statistics, reliability testing, quality control and analysis
- Reporting
- Land survey software systems "GEMINI", "GISLINE" and "Leica Geo Office".
- Analysis of Control Networks to develop transformation parameters
- Simple network simulation computations and analysis
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Exercises
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Oral Exam, individually
Evaluation of Project(s) (4)
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Delivered work is assessed by the responsible lecturer
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessments.
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Stein Ivar Øvergaard
Teaching Materials:
- Iliffe, J. & Lott, R. (2008). Datums and Map Projections for remote Sensing, GIS and Surveying.
Scotland, UK: Whittles Publishing. (ISBN: 978-1-904445-47-0).
- Instrument og programvare manualer (oppdateres jevnlig på nett eller som innebygde
systemhjelpfiler)
- HiG: Egne kompendier og notater i utjevningslære, analyse, datum, transformasjoner (oppdateres
jevnlig)
- Statens kartverk (2005). Geodatastandarden (oppdateres ved www.statkart.no)
- Statens kartverk (2001). Geodatastandarden, grunnlagsnett (oppdateres ved www.statkart.no)
- Statens kartverk (2005). Satellittbasert posisjonsbestemmelse (oppdateres ved www.statkart.no)
- Statens kartverk (1999). Stedfesting av eiendoms- og råderettsgrenser (oppdateres ved
www.statkart.no)
- Statens kartverk (2004). Koordinatbasert referansesystem (oppdateres ved www.statkart.no)
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Additional information:
This subject is included in the following courses of study:
- Bachelor of Geomatics
- One-Year Course in Land Surveying
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2121 Digital Terrain Modelling - 2013-2014
Course code:
GEO2121
Course name:
Digital Terrain Modelling
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
On the basis of:
GEO1121 GIS Intro
Expected learning outcomes:
- The aim of the course is to provide students with an insight into digital terrain models (DTM), how
they function, what they are capable of, and how they are used. Particular attention is paid to the
function and role of DTMs in the wider context of geomatic activities.
- Teaching is mostly focussed on vector models with much time being spent learning and using at least
one advanced professional DTM software system.
Topic(s):
What is a DTM and where it can be used;
How to make a DTM;
DTM data capture;
Accuracy and interpolation functions;
Contouring in TIN models;
Multiple layer DTMs
Project planning and projection with multiple model layers;
Intervisibility;
DTM presentation methods;
Perspective DTM visualisation;
Visualisation and presentation of DTMs in combination with Computer Aided Design (CAD)
systems;
Hidden lines and shading;
Integrating DTMs with other types of software.
Animation
Zoning plans
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Oral Presentation
Evaluation of Project(s)
Each part must be individually approved of.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Coursework is evaluated by lecturer(s)
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for
grading assessment.
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Torbjørn Kravdal
Teaching Materials:
Books:
- Tor Bernhardsen: Geografiske Informasjonssystemer (4.utgave, Vett og Viten 2006), ISBN 13:
978-82-412-0617-7
Other Materials:
- Handbooks and Course Notes for Software by Powel Gemini AS and Vianova AS
- Other distributed materials/notes
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3061 Setting Out - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO3061
Course name:
Setting Out
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Prerequisite(s):
GEO1901 Land Surveying 1
GEO1201 Land Surveying 2
GEO2281 Land Surveying 3
On the basis of:
GEO2121 - Digital Terrain Modelling
GEO2151 - Survey Adjustment Analysis
Expected learning outcomes:
Further development of the knowledge acquired during earlier land surveying courses:
- From setting out layout design through all phases to quality control and documentation, including
interpretation of technical drawings
- Understanding construction site contracts
- Gain experience in the use of setting out instrumentation and software
- Understand the principles of machine guidance systems
Topic(s):
- Setting out layout design
- Interpretation of drawings
- Understanding contracts
- Practical exercises
- relevant computer programs
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Project work
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Form(s) of Assessment:
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Evaluation of Project(s) (evaluated by lecturer)
4 Project Assignments
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
- Coursework is evaluated by lecturer(s)
- External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment.
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Excursion(s) (must have been approved by lecturer)
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Bjørn Godager
Teaching Materials:
Course Notes:
- Godager, B. (2008) Utstikking på bygg og anlegg
- Godager, B.& Preiss, G. (2004) Nøyaktighetslære og utjevningslære
Other Materials:
- Contract information and drawings from a construction site (case)
- Handbooks for PC programs og elektronic field notebooks
- Published national standards
- User Manuals for the "Road Runner", "Gemini Oppmåling" and "GIS-Line" software systems
- Miscellaneous distributed materials and notes
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3071 Satellite Surveying - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO3071
Course name:
Satellite Surveying
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Prerequisite(s):
GEO1901 Land Surveying 1
GEO1201 Land Surveying 2
GEO2282 Land Surveying 3
On the basis of:
GEO2151 Survey Adjustment Analysis
Expected learning outcomes:
On completion of this course, students will be able to:
- Interpret satellite almanacs
- Compute position using both code and phase techniques
- Compute vectors
- Use GPS post-processing software
- Adjust vector networks
- Establish, operate and use RTK systems
- Understand satellite measurement standards
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Topic(s):
- Structure and layout of the satellite message
- Computing satellite position at epoch
- Computing pseudorange.
- Observing phase and computing of phase ambiguity
- Computing position, use of precise ephemerides
- Differencing (single, double and triple)
- Reducing to vectors
- Accuracy assessment
- Vector network design, simulation and adjustement
- Interpreting RINEX data
- Reference station design and operation
- Virtual reference systems
- RTK observing systems
- Structure and content of RTCM, RTCA and NMEA messages
- Observing standards and their practical application
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Exercises
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Oral Exam, individually
Evaluation of Project(s) (4)
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
- Two internal examiners.
- External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
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Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Vilma Zubinaite
Teaching Materials:
- Van Sickle, J. (2001). GPS for Land Surveyors, Second Edition. Great Britain: Taylor & Francis
Group. (ISBN: 1-57504-075-1
- El-Rabbany, Ahmed. (2006) Introduction to GPS: The Global Positioning System (2nd ed.). Boston
MA: Artech House Inc. (ISBN 978-1-59693-016-2).
- Hofmann-Wellenhof, B., Lichtenegger, H. & Collins, J. (2001). GPS Theory and Practice.
Wien/New York: Springer. (ISBN: 3-211-83534-2)
- Leick, A. (2004). GPS Satellite Surveying. New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Inc. (ISBN
0-471-05930-7)
- Samama, Nel. (2008). Global Positioning Technologies and Performance. New Jersey: John Wiley &
Sons Inc. (ISBN 978-0-471-79376-2).
- Statens kartverk. Geodatastandarden (oppdateres jevnlig på nett). Hønefoss: Statens kartverk.
- Statens kartverk. Geodatastandarden, grunnlagsnett (oppdateres jevnlig på nett). Hønefoss: Statens
kartverk.
- Statens Kartverk. (2001). Satelittbasert posisjonsbestemmelse. Hønefoss: Statens kartverk.
- Vegdirektoratet. (2000). Vegdirektoratets håndbøker, 017 Geometrisk utforming. Oslo:
Vegdirektoratet.
- Vegdirektoratet. (2000). Vegdirektoratets håndbøker, 018 Veibygging. Oslo: Vegdirektoratet.
- Instrument and software manuals (regularly updated by WWW or in system help files)
Additional information:
This subject is part of the following courses of study:
- Bachelor of Engineering - Road/Rail Construction/Land Surveying (3rd year 2009-10 and onwards)
Publish:
Yes
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SMF1042 Basic Economics - 2015-2016
Course code:
SMF1042
Course name:
Basic Economics
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
Demonstrate a basic knowledge and skills in the economic activity of a company.
Be able to carry out costs- and income calculations.
Understand financial statements and perform an account analysis.
Make product- and investment calculations, planning and budgeting.
Find profitable solutions to economic problems within a company.
Topic(s):
Company goal and value chain in a company.
Company costs and income.
Methods and practical use of product calculations.
Financial statements and analysis, internal accounts.
Product selection, investment, planning and budgeting.
Economic problems within a company and profit analysis.
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Mandatory assignments
Exercises
Tutoring
Other
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 4 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
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External/internal examiner:
External examiner autumn 2011.
External examiner is used periodically to evaluate contents, arrangements and the examination
system.
Re-sit examination:
Re-sit August 2016
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
C: Specified printed and hand-written support material is allowed. A specific basic calculator is
allowed.
Table of interest.
Laws.
Ottesen og Øyen, Samling av lover, forskrifter o.l. is not allowed
Coursework Requirements:
Exercises (3 from 4 must be approved). Delivery in groups of 3, possibly 4 students. Other then 3
demand approval from teacher.
Details concerning course requirements will be presented at the beginning of the semester.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Ivar Moe
Teaching Materials:
Hoff, Kjell Gunnar, Bedriftens økonomi, Universitetsforlaget, 7. ed., ISBN 978-82-15-01320-6.
Hoff, Kjell Gunnar og Hoff, Jan Erik, Arbeidsbok til Bedriftens økonomi, Universitetsforlaget, 7.
ed., ISBN 978-82-15-01319-0.
Laws.
Publish:
Yes
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Elective course, 10 ECTS - 2013-2014
Course name:
Elective course, 10 ECTS
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn and spring
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
.
Topic(s):
.
Teaching Methods:
Group works
Form(s) of Assessment:
Exercises
Grading Scale:
Pass/Failure
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
.
Publish:
Yes
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TØL3901 Bachelor Dissertation 20 - 2015-2016
Course code:
TØL3901
Course name:
Bachelor Dissertation 20
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
20
Duration:
Autumn and spring
Duration (additional text):
October - June
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Prerequisite(s):
100 study points before Sept.01. the fall when the bachelor work starts.
Expected learning outcomes:
The Bachelor Dissertation completes students’ programme of studies and integrates the study’s
important components. The subject for the Dissertation is chosen to give students the opportunity to
demonstrate their ability to independently consider defined problems in detail. Students are required to
show that they understand the need for a methodical approach to problems, and that they have the
ability for reflection and scientific consideration.
On completing their Dissertation, students will have shown their competence:
- Plan and complete a significant problem
- Find and document, together with their advantages and disadvantages, possible solutions to the
problem
- Select their preferred solution, and document the arguments for their selection
- Understand the advantages and disadvantages of working in a group
- Understand the importance of making and following up good project plans
- Consider alternative working methods, including method-based and problem-based forms.
- Present their work using different techniques
Topic(s):
The project is to be based upon realistic problems relevant to the individual student’s programme of
studies. The task should be designed so that the lessons of the various detailed themes studies will be
used.
Teaching Methods:
Tutoring
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
- Group works
- Project work
- Tutoring
(Individual work may be allowed)
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Students are evaluated on the way they have developed and completed their project, and then on their
final product. Evaluation is based on demonstrated ability to:
- Define relevant and interesting problems
- Work systematically and with focus on their project objective
- Carry out technical projects
- Critically consider their own and others’ results, as well as reflecting over their conclusions
- Present the project in written form
- Present and explain the project orally
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Regular progress reporting during the project period
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Studieprogramansvarlig
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3141 Spatial Data Infrastructure - 2014-2015
Course code:
GEO3141
Course name:
Spatial Data Infrastructure
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
On the basis of:
• GEO1271 – Geographic Data Capture
• GEO2311 - Geographical Information Technology
• IMT2261 - Information Structures and Database Systems
Expected learning outcomes:
After completing this course, students will understand the meaning of the term Spatial Data
Infrastructures (SDI), know how SDI is organised in Norway and internationally, and also know what a
"Geodata Policy and Plan" for an organisation should contain.
The students also will learn about and gain experience in the technology for distributing geographical
information using the Internet.
Topic(s):
Spatial Data Infrastructures in Norway (Norge digitalt, geonorge.no) and in the world (INSPIRE,
GSDI...)
Geodata Policy and Plan (for a single organsation)
Basics of geomatic economics
The Law of Geodata
Technology for geodata publishing using the Internet, incl Geography Markup Language (GML),
Web Map Server (WMS), Web Feature Server (WFS)
Geospatial Clearinghouses and Metadata
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Net Support Learning
Exercises
Reflection
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
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Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Portifolio Assessment is based on a portifolio consisting of 4 group based submissions and an
individual oral examination. Grading is a total evaluation of portfolie and the oral examination.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Sverre Stikbakke
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3101 Geographic Analysis - 2014-2015
Course code:
GEO3101
Course name:
Geographic Analysis
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
On the basis of:
GEO1121 - GIS Intro
Expected learning outcomes:
This course further elaborates analysis methods based on a basic understanding of geodatabases and
elementary statistics. Students are to be capable of complex GIS analysis and of evaluating the
accuracy of results. Emphasis is on how to pre-process data, on the use of statistical methods and on
functionality in standard GIS software. Students also gain an insight into GIS in decision-making
support and how analyses should be communicated and presented.
Topic(s):
-Statistics
-Geostatistics
-Point pattern analysis and cluster detection
-Interpolation
-Data models in geodatabases
-Analysis of continuous fields
-Analysis of discrete entities
-Organisation and presentation of analyses
Teaching Methods:
E-learning
Mandatory assignments
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course is conducted as net based learning. This implies that all communication between tutor and
student takes place in a learning management system and lectures and guidance will be made available
here.
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Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
- Internal examiner.
- External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment
Re-sit examination:
No re-sit examination
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
2 mandatory assignments that must be approved.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Rune Strand Ødegård
Teaching Materials:
Christopher D. Lloyd, Spatial Data Analysis ISBN 978-0-19-955432-4.
A complete list will be available in the Study Guide at startup time.
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2121 Digital Terrain Modelling - 2014-2015
Course code:
GEO2121
Course name:
Digital Terrain Modelling
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
On the basis of:
GEO1121 GIS Intro
Expected learning outcomes:
- The aim of the course is to provide students with an insight into digital terrain models (DTM), how
they function, what they are capable of, and how they are used. Particular attention is paid to the
function and role of DTMs in the wider context of geomatic activities.
- Teaching is mostly focussed on vector models with much time being spent learning and using at least
one advanced professional DTM software system.
Topic(s):
What is a DTM and where it can be used;
How to make a DTM;
DTM data capture;
Accuracy and interpolation functions;
Contouring in TIN models;
Multiple layer DTMs
Project planning and projection with multiple model layers;
Intervisibility;
DTM presentation methods;
Perspective DTM visualisation;
Visualisation and presentation of DTMs in combination with Computer Aided Design (CAD)
systems;
Hidden lines and shading;
Integrating DTMs with other types of software.
Animation
Zoning plans
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Oral Presentation
Evaluation of Project(s)
Each part must be individually approved of.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Coursework is evaluated by lecturer(s)
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for
grading assessment.
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Torbjørn Kravdal
Teaching Materials:
Books:
- Tor Bernhardsen: Geografiske Informasjonssystemer (4.utgave, Vett og Viten 2006), ISBN 13:
978-82-412-0617-7
Other Materials:
- Handbooks and Course Notes for Software by Powel Gemini AS and Vianova AS
- Other distributed materials/notes
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2341 Geographic data capture 2 - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO2341
Course name:
Geographic data capture 2
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
On the basis of:
GEO1121 GIS intro
GEO1271 Geographic data capture 1
Expected learning outcomes:
Kunnskap:
beskrive muligheter og begrensinger for bruk av ulike sensorer/datakilder med hovedvekt på
ortofoto, data fra flybåren laserscanning og optiske satellittbilder.
gjøre rede for grunnleggende teknikker for forprosessering, klassifisering og tolkning.
beskrive hvordan data kan brukes i geografiske analyser.
gjøre rede for feilkilder og datakontroll.
Ferdigheter:
gjennomføre en manuell tolking av et ortofoto eller et multispektralt satellittbilde.
gjennomføre en automatisk eller halv-automatisk klassifisering av et multispektralt satellittbilde
sammen med eventuelle tilleggsdata.
gjennomføre en tolkning av data fra en flybåren laserscanning.
Generelle ferdigheter:
reflektere over nødvendig kunnskapsgrunnlag for å analysere fjernmålingsdata fra fly eller
satellitt.
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Topic(s):
Elektromagnetisk stråling
Sensorer og plattformer
Fjernålings produkter
Forprosessering av data
Databehandling
Manuell tolking av bilder
Klassifisering av data
Bruk av data i geografiske analyser
Feilkilder og kontroll
Anvendelser
Teaching Methods:
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Meeting(s)/Seminar(s)
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
En intern sensorer
Ekstern sensor benyttes periodisk, neste gang høst 2015
Re-sit examination:
Etter avtale med faglærer.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
2 obligatoriske oppgaver som må være godkjent for å gå opp til eksamen.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Rune Strand Ødegård
Teaching Materials:
Gis ved kursstart
Publish:
Yes
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BIM1001 Basic Intelligent Modelling - 2015-2016
Course code:
BIM1001
Course name:
Basic Intelligent Modelling
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Expected learning outcomes:
On completing this course, students will have acquired basic knowledge and understanding of digital
modelling, adding additional information (model enrichment) and in the use of intelligent models, data
base concepts, Interactions and digital data flows.
Topic(s):
Introduction to intelligent modelling, BIM and interaction
Modelling principles, including object oriented as opposed to layes based modelling
Properties, characteristics and definitions
Model intelligence – how to enrich a model
Data base concepts, general database terminology
Practical model construction and publication
Data flow and interaction – meaning, methods and consequences
Teaching Methods:
Other
Teaching Methods (additional text):
Net based learning with conferences together with supervised project tasks.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
2 project tasks giving a combined achievement grading
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
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External/internal examiner:
Project tasks are periodically reviewed by external examiners
Delivered tasks are reviewed by internal examiners
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the Course Superviser
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Bjørn Godager
Teaching Materials:
Eastman, Chuck; Teicholz, Paul; Sacks, Rafael; Liston, Kathleen (2008): BIM Handbook. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc ISBN 978-0-470-18528-5
Statsbygg (2008): BIM-manual, www.statsbygg.no/bim
Senate Properties’ BIM requirements 2007 www.senaatti.fi
Miscellaneous lecture notes and available web sites distributed via Fronter
Replacement course for:
GEO1221
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3101 Geographic Analysis - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO3101
Course name:
Geographic Analysis
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
On the basis of:
GEO1121 - GIS Intro
Expected learning outcomes:
This course further elaborates analysis methods based on a basic understanding of geodatabases and
elementary statistics. Students are to be capable of complex GIS analysis and of evaluating the
accuracy of results. Emphasis is on how to pre-process data, on the use of statistical methods and on
functionality in standard GIS software. Students also gain an insight into GIS in decision-making
support and how analyses should be communicated and presented.
Topic(s):
-Statistics
-Geostatistics
-Point pattern analysis and cluster detection
-Interpolation
-Data models in geodatabases
-Analysis of continuous fields
-Analysis of discrete entities
-Organisation and presentation of analyses
Teaching Methods:
E-learning
Mandatory assignments
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course is conducted as net based learning. This implies that all communication between tutor and
student takes place in a learning management system and lectures and guidance will be made available
here.
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Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
- Internal examiner.
- External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for grading
assessment
Re-sit examination:
No re-sit examination
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
2 mandatory assignments that must be approved.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Rune Strand Ødegård
Teaching Materials:
Christopher D. Lloyd, Spatial Data Analysis ISBN 978-0-19-955432-4.
A complete list will be available in the Study Guide at startup time.
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3141 Spatial Data Infrastructure - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO3141
Course name:
Spatial Data Infrastructure
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
On the basis of:
• GEO1271 – Geographic Data Capture
• GEO2311 - Geographical Information Technology
• IMT2261 - Information Structures and Database Systems
Expected learning outcomes:
After completing this course, students will understand the meaning of the term Spatial Data
Infrastructures (SDI), know how SDI is organised in Norway and internationally, and also know what a
"Geodata Policy and Plan" for an organisation should contain.
The students also will learn about and gain experience in the technology for distributing geographical
information using the Internet.
Topic(s):
Spatial Data Infrastructures in Norway (Norge digitalt, geonorge.no) and in the world (INSPIRE,
GSDI...)
Geodata Policy and Plan (for a single organsation)
Basics of geomatic economics
The Law of Geodata
Technology for geodata publishing using the Internet, incl Geography Markup Language (GML),
Web Map Server (WMS), Web Feature Server (WFS)
Geospatial Clearinghouses and Metadata
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Net Support Learning
Exercises
Reflection
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
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Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Portifolio Assessment is based on a portifolio consisting of 4 group based submissions and an
individual oral examination. Grading is a total evaluation of portfolie and the oral examination.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Sverre Stikbakke
Publish:
Yes
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GEO2121 Digital Terrain Modelling - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO2121
Course name:
Digital Terrain Modelling
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
On the basis of:
GEO1121 GIS Intro
Expected learning outcomes:
- The aim of the course is to provide students with an insight into digital terrain models (DTM), how
they function, what they are capable of, and how they are used. Particular attention is paid to the
function and role of DTMs in the wider context of geomatic activities.
- Teaching is mostly focussed on vector models with much time being spent learning and using at least
one advanced professional DTM software system.
Topic(s):
What is a DTM and where it can be used;
How to make a DTM;
DTM data capture;
Accuracy and interpolation functions;
Contouring in TIN models;
Multiple layer DTMs
Project planning and projection with multiple model layers;
Intervisibility;
DTM presentation methods;
Perspective DTM visualisation;
Visualisation and presentation of DTMs in combination with Computer Aided Design (CAD)
systems;
Hidden lines and shading;
Integrating DTMs with other types of software.
Animation
Zoning plans
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Oral Presentation
Evaluation of Project(s)
Each part must be individually approved of.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Coursework is evaluated by lecturer(s)
External moderators regularly assist in reviewing content and evaluating arrangements for
grading assessment.
Re-sit examination:
By agreement with the responsible lecturer.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Torbjørn Kravdal
Teaching Materials:
Books:
- Tor Bernhardsen: Geografiske Informasjonssystemer (4.utgave, Vett og Viten 2006), ISBN 13:
978-82-412-0617-7
Other Materials:
- Handbooks and Course Notes for Software by Powel Gemini AS and Vianova AS
- Other distributed materials/notes
Publish:
Yes
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GEO3093 Geomatics Project Assignment II - 2015-2016
Course code:
GEO3093
Course name:
Geomatics Project Assignment II
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Other
Language of instruction:
Norsk, alternativt engelsk
Prerequisite(s):
Completed courses giving 30 ECTS Credits from Geomatics Studies.
Expected learning outcomes:
A student completing this course will be able to explain a topic defined in cooperation with a
supervisor. The student will have experience in carrying out an independent, supervised project, where
the student is responsible for planning, finding solutions, doing the necessary work and documenting
the outcome.
Topic(s):
The content of the project will be individually defined and adjusted to the work load of the course.
The project should, if possible, be carried out in cooperation with a company or public institution. A
geomatics lecturer must approve project plans and be responsible for supervision.
Teaching Methods:
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Evaluation of Project(s) (evaluated by lecturer)
Evaluation of project documentation/report. Number of projects: 1
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
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Coursework Requirements:
Tutorials
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Førsteamanuensis Rune Strand Ødegård
Teaching Materials:
Dependent on the approved project topic.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT1401 Information and publishing technology - 2015-2016
Course code:
IMT1401
Course name:
Information and publishing technology
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
5
Duration:
Autumn
Duration (additional text):
First half of the semester
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
The candidate can summarize the historical development in the field.
The candidate can describe a computers architecture and operation.
The candidate can use the colleges information systems and infrastructure.
The candidate can use and explain different protocols for data transfer and in what contexts they
are used.
Skills
The candidate should master delivery of data into and retrieval of data from relevant information
systems at the college with the help of relevant software.
The candidate must master the use of the school's wired and wireless computer networks and
infrastructure.
The candidate can create data in different formats and transcode file-based data to other formats.
The candidate can manage their own data in such a way that they are protected against disclosure
and misuse.
General competency
Candidates may use relevant publishing systems to communicate information.
The candidate knows the important cooperative systems that enable group work both locally and
at distance.
The candidate should be familiar with basic methods of innovation.
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Topic(s):
History
Computer architecture and function
Operating systems, software and data
Data Communications and Protocols
File formats for storing and exchanging data
Information security
Services on the colleges network (both intranet and internet based.)
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Laboratory work
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
The person responsible for the course will grade the written exam.
An external examiner will be used in addition every forth year, next time for the external examiner will
be in 2015.
Re-sit examination:
Re-sit August 2016
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
None
Coursework Requirements:
Three out of five lab assignments must be approved.
The student must have participated in the 3KK course.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Øivind Kolloen
Teaching Materials:
Computers Are Your Future, Introductory, 12/E, Cathy LaBerta, ISBN-13: 9780132545181,
Prentice Hall
Forelesningsnotater
Dokumentasjon for relevant programvare
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Replacement course for:
IMT1041 Information and publishing technology.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT1121 Introduction to Information Security - 2015-2016
Course code:
IMT1121
Course name:
Introduction to Information Security
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Duration (additional text):
Fall
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
Define and describe technical, legal and organisational aspects of information security
Explain the terminology used in information security
Knows the history, traditions, distinctive characters and societal importance of information
systems
Present the general threat scenario and explain how this is relevant for a given system
Skills
Apply acquired academic knowledge on practical and theoretical problems and explain his/her
choices
Find, asses and refer to information and scholarly subject matter and present it in a manner that
sheds light on the problem
Masters relevant academic styles in the field of information security
General competence:
Is aware of relevant academic, legal and professional issues
Can carry out and document independent work in accordance with good academic practice
Can communicate academic subject matters, both in writing and orally
Know basic methods within new thinking and innovation processes
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Topic(s):
Background, motivation and need for information security
Legal and ethical issues
Risk management in information security
Planning for security
Firewalls and VPN
Intrusion detection systems
Authentication
Cryptography
Physical security
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Mandatory assignments
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The portfolio consist of 4 assignments, all assignments are evaluated. The assignments are handed in
both via Fronter and double-sided paper copies to the exams office.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal and external examiner.
Re-sit examination:
No re-sit examination
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Two portfolio hand-ins during the semester
Two portfolio oral presentations during the semester
The student must complete the digital 3IKK course (3 hour creativity course) and the subsequent
group work.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Bian Yang
Course responsibility:
Bian Yang
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Teaching Materials:
Core reading:
Michael E. Whitman and Herbert J. Mattord: Principles of Information Security, Thomson
Course Technology, 4. ed (2012)
Gene Kim, Kevin Behr and George Spafford: The Phoenix Project: A Novel About IT, Dev Ops
and Helping your Business Win, IT Revolution Press, First edition (2013). Available as e-book
on Amazon
Hand-outs
Additional reading
Torgeir Daler, Roar Gulbrandsen, Tore Audun Høye og Torbjørn Sjølstad: Håndbok i
datasikkerhet - informasjonsteknologi og risikostyring, Tapir Akademisk Forlag, 3. utgave
(2010)
Personopplysningsloven and personopplysningsforskriften (available online: www.lovdata.no)
Publish:
Yes
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BYG2271 Universal Design - 2015-2016
Course code:
BYG2271
Course name:
Universal Design
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Teaching Methods:
Excurcions
Group works
E-learning
Meeting(s)/Seminar(s)
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Technology, Economy and Management
Course responsibility:
Hans Petter Olsen
Publish:
Yes
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IMT2243 Software Engineering - 2015-2016
Course code:
IMT2243
Course name:
Software Engineering
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Expected learning outcomes:
Students are introduced to administrative and technological aspects of each phase in software
development projects. They are expected to know and be able to interpret different software
methodologies and have the ability of using methods and techniques during requirement specification.
Topic(s):
The role of software applications in companies.
Traditional and modern software development methodologies
Methods and techniques in requirement specification and analysis (UML)
Principles in Design, Implementation and Testing
Maintenance
Quality Assurance and Configuration Management
User participation
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Project work
Tutoring
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Written Exam, 3 hours (counts 40%)
Evaluation of Project(s) (counts 60%)
Each part must be individually approved of.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
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Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Tom Røise
Publish:
Yes
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IMT2291 Web Technology - 2015-2016
Course code:
IMT2291
Course name:
Web Technology
Course level:
Bachelor (syklus 1)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
Norwegian
Prerequisite(s):
IMT1031 or IMT1241
On the basis of:
IMT1082 or IMT1241
IMT1041
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
The candidate should be able to evaluate different solutions and make reasoned choices for the
development of advanced web based applications.
The candidate should be able to plan and organize the development of web-based applications.
The candidate should be able to divide a web application in different layers.
Skills
The candidate should be able to run a web development project and implement a final solution
based on a customer's needs.
The candidate should be able to combine different technologies and principles to create new
solutions.
The candidate should be able to further develop existing products to meet new demands
General competency
The candidate has knowlegde about central interaction systems that allow work in groups both
locally and at distance.
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Topic(s):
The HTTP-protocol
Serverside programming i PHP
Variables through HTTP, cookies and session management
Database usage (MySQL)
HTML/Javascript/CSS
DOM
Ajax
Dynamic web interfaces
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Project work
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Written Exam, 3 hours (counts 60%, evaluated by lecturer)
Evaluation of Project(s) (counts 40%, evaluated by lecturer)
Each part must be individually approved of.
There will be 2 projects in the course, each accounts for 20% of the final grade.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
The person responsible for the course will grade both projects and the written exams
An external examiner will be used in addition for the written exams every fourth year, next will be in
2014
Re-sit examination:
Re-sit August 2016 for the Written exam.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
B: All printed and hand-written support material is allowed. A specific basic calculator is allowed
Coursework Requirements:
None
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Høgskolelektor Øivind Kolloen
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Teaching Materials:
Ajax in action, Dave Crane/Eric Pascarello, Manning, 2006
PHP5 and MySQL Bible, Tim Converse/Joyce Park, Wiley Publishing, Inc., 2004
Publish:
Yes
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